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OverviewOverview

 Defects in the chiral theory. Rotating pion 
condensate.

 Temperature dependence of the axial 
votical effect.

 The QCD string at finite temperature and 
with self-interaction.

 Consequences for the pA phenomenology.
 Conclusions.



  

Strings in a Strings in a 

rotating pionrotating pion

condensatecondensate



  

Cold pionsCold pions

Gauged WZW action

 

  

 

Anomaly:
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Gauged WZW action

 

  

 

Let us study the       condensate. Then, naively, we have the currents



  

Cold pionsCold pions

In the presence of rotation we get a nontrivial topology, since the condensate is, 
in general, curl-free (the condensate velocity is a gradient of a field).

This modfies the Maurer–Cartan equations, e.g.

the bulk currentsthe bulk currents
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Cold pionsCold pions

In the presence of rotation we get a nontrivial topology, since the condensate is, 
in general, curl-free (the condensate velocity is a gradient of a field).

This modfies the Maurer–Cartan equations, e.g.

the bulk currents

... and induces a vector current along the vortex (string)

anomaly inflow:

the bulk currents



  

Temperature dependenceTemperature dependence

Temperature dependence can be obtained from the tadpole resummation.
The pions are excited thermally with the Bose-Einstein distribution

See also M. Lublinsky and I. Zahed, 0910.1373; G. Basar, D. Kharzeev, I. Zahed, 1307.2234 

Renormalized currents:



  

High temperaturesHigh temperatures

The fraction of condensed phase becomes smaller, vanishing above the critical 
temperature. The total vorticity is transferred to the normal phase.

where Fukushima, Kharzeev, Warringa (2008)



  

Self-interacting Self-interacting 

QCD stringsQCD strings

(with E. Shuryak)(with E. Shuryak)



  

Motivation: Hagedorn phenomenonMotivation: Hagedorn phenomenon

Partition function for strings on a lattice



  

Motivation: Hagedorn phenomenonMotivation: Hagedorn phenomenon

What happens with the string at the critical temperature? Let's put in on a lattice.

Partition function for strings on a lattice

Entropy factor

Energy

Hagedorn transition temperature (zero effective tension of the string)

Bringoltz & Teper '06:



  

String on a latticeString on a lattice



  

Sigma-cloudSigma-cloud

Type I dual superconductor



  

Interacting stringsInteracting strings

Without self-interaction With self-interaction



  

String ballsString balls

Applications:

1. Jet queching

2. Angular correlations



  

Motivation: multiplicity in pAMotivation: multiplicity in pA

CMS: 1305.0609Also (Poisson ○ Poisson) ≠ Negative Binomial



  

Motivation: elliptic flow in pPbMotivation: elliptic flow in pPb

CMS: 1305.0609



  

Motivation: radial flow in pPbMotivation: radial flow in pPb

CMS: 1307.3442, E. Shuryak and I. Zahed: 1301.4470

Inverse slope parameters T' from fits of pion, 
kaon, and proton spectra (both charges)



  

SpaghettiSpaghetti



  

2D Yukawa gas animation2D Yukawa gas animation

Click to open an animation

pA collision peripheral AA collision

file:///C:/Documents and Settings/Administrator/Desktop/talks/DESY&Regensburg2014/animation2.gif
file:///C:/Documents and Settings/Administrator/Desktop/talks/DESY&Regensburg2014/animation1.gif


  

2D Yukawa gas2D Yukawa gas



  

Energy and energy densityEnergy and energy density



  

Elliptic flowElliptic flow



  

ConclusionsConclusions

 One should take into account low-dimensional defects, 
when dealing with rotation. Many new effects may take 
place (additional transport coefficients).

 Dependence of the anomalous transport 
(CVE/CME/AVE) on the temperature is given by the 
number and statistics of the light chiral degrees of 
freedom.

 One should reconsider the QCD string phenomenology 
taking into account the interaction between strings.

 One should implement the interaction in order to 
describe the collective effects in pA collisions. The 
Lund model based approaches may be improved.



  

Thank you for theThank you for the

 attention! attention!
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